
WRITE AM I AM POEM WORKSHEET

Students could use this I Am Poem template to describe themselves. More abstractly, it could be used to describe a
concept in math, science or art. Tags: Personal Response WritingPoetry Journal Topics Â· Math Â· Numbers Â· Poetry
Â· Reading Â· Teacher Forms Â· Telling Time Â· The Lounge Â· Worksheet Creator Â· Writing.

How do you feel? You could also put post-it notes words on the sides in order to re-use the box. Now go
someplace where you can observe nature, people, traffic, or something. Make a little box and write words on
all the outside surfaces of the box. For example, the word "connected" might have words listed that could have
different meanings such as "linked" or "related. They think of things like "opened my eyes," "gorgeous" or
"thrilled. Sometimes, you simply need to close your journal. You may be surprised by what you find. I played
a variety of music selections with my students and asked them to write all the vocabulary words that came to
mind as they listened. Leaves falling like men on a battlefield. I woke up. Breath from her mouth like a wave
of sea water. Afterwards, go through what you have written to see what stands out. Students sit in a circle and
take turns tossing the box or passing it around. I taught my students how to use the Thesaurus with some
music activities. A breeze gentle as a child wakening. It is really an activity to get students thinking creatively
and quickly about words, and to emphasize that writing poetry is about expression not being perfect. For
example: Good â€” happy â€” ecstatic Using the Thesaurus This is an excellent time to introduce the
Thesaurus and how to use it. For example, the teacher might tell the student to list three adjectives describing
their word, and if another person gets the same word, they will have to think of three new adjectives. You may
be surprised at the observations you make, and the opportunities for poetry that you find.


